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 I would not have had the courage to undertake this talk if I had not been reassured that the Annual 
Fellows Address could encompass almost any type of communication - from reminiscence to formal 
scholarship to exhortation, and that this important occasion has, indeed, been used over the years in the 
widest variety of ways by my distinguished predecessors. So I took heart from this proffered freedom to 
prepare these notes to share with you - and they include reminiscence, scholarship of sorts, and exhortation 
- in about equal parts. 
 My remarks center on that issue that has both animated my work and agitated my sensibility 
almost all of my creative and academic life - theatre and society. From the varied dynamics between theatre 
and the forces in the larger society come many of the deeply troubling questions - what is intrinsic and 
extrinsic to theatre art, can form and content be separated, what gives the sign its significance, what is the 
relationship between the aesthetic and the didactic, the poetic and the political? It is from the densely 
packed storehouse containing these theatrical questions that I draw my wares this morning. 1 
 I had thought of my ruminations on these issues as essentially personal reflections, my coming to 
terms with things that have bothered me over the years. I had not considered that I would be talking about 
current controversies.  
 When the  invitation  was  extended  and  my  title  set  many  months  ago,  I  had  not anticipated 
that this would be the summer of the reappearance in New York and across the nation of a new surge of 
frankly political theatre. Propelled by the desperate need to speak out against nuclear armaments, some two 
hundred and fifty artists banded together in an "Arts for Life" festival as part of the great June 12 march in 
New York. For the first time since the invasion of Cambodia in 1970, artists mobilized themselves and their 
art for a large public crisis. In the Times and in the Village Voice, and in the various theatre journals, there 
were featured articles with titles like "A Theatre in Search of a Politics" and "Can the Personal be 
Political?"2 To my amazement, they were talking about what kind of weapon theatre could be in this 
international struggle. I found my planned talk for the ATA Fellows topical and relevant - what more can I 
ask? 
 I'll start with some reminiscences. One of the advantages of growing older is that one's past 
happened such a long time ago and in a world that must seem as remote as the Middle Ages that one's 
backward glances seem of historical interest rather than purely sentimental indulgences. I was about five 
years old when I became stage struck. What I remember most about the event was being shepherded about 
the dark, dank basement dressing rooms of Elving's Jewish Theatre in my hometown of Newark with about 
a dozen other little girls. We were all dressed in flowered cotton kimonos that our mothers had carefully 
made for us and we were adorned with little headpieces that provided a flower over each ear in what was 
thought to be an accurate and attractive replica of Japanese style. After an interminable wait and many 
anguished trips to the one bathroom, we were finally ushered onto the brightly lit stage. Blinded by our first 
exposure to the powerful professional lights, we did "our thing" on the large stage more usually graced by 
those tortured family melodramas that were the stock in trade of the Yiddish theatre of the late 1920s. What 
"our thing" was I don't really remember and I don't remember the play in which we did it. A dramatization 
of an Oscar Wilde story for some reason haunts my mind. What I do recall very clearly is the aura of an 
important occasion, of something different, special. Under the auspices of that influential Jewish fraternal 
organization, the Workmen's Circle, we were bringing "culture" to the people. We were proud to be part of 
the vaguely socialist effort to provide the best in drama to the immigrant community which regularly 
gathered on weekends for their rather more low-brow social rituals at Elving's Theatre. 
 From these humble beginnings I feel that I was marked for life by the idea of theatre as culture, 
community, and commitment. Theatre for the people became my religion. Instead of going to Sunday 
School, like other kids, I went to theatre classes at the Workmen's Circle. I had caught the "disease," as my 
ninety-two year old father still characterizes theatre madness in the particularly virulent social form it took 
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for me. 
 Thus involved, by the time I was nine or ten years old, I moved left as did most of the youngsters 
in the early days of the Great Depression. The more or less communist oriented International Workers 
Order replaced the roughly socialist oriented Workmen's Circle as the center of my theatrical activities, and 
political ideology replaced cultural uplift as I lent my determined but off-key voice to choruses of "One, 
Two, Three, Pioneers Are We, We're Fighting for the Working Class Against the Bourgeoisie." Along with 
slogans, however, I was also learning from my youthful radical mentors, voice, movement, sense memory, 
and puppetry. It wasn't long before I was thought talented and skilled enough to be sent out on our touring 
truck as part of the theatrical shock troupes bringing our dramatic weapon to union halls, picket lines, and 
club houses. By the time I was in high school I was a seasoned performer - or so I thought - and joined with 
a few other stalwarts to form a theatre of our own. We were the second generation of left theatre in 
Newark, following in the footsteps of that earlier company written up in some history books because they 
were arrested for putting on Waiting for Lefty in our hometown. We played for the so-called progressive 
audiences, the emerging repertory of anti-Nazi, anti-war, strike dramas, whose dramatic formula, we used 
to quip, was, "In the first act, we suffer, in the second act, we give out leaflets, and in the third act, we go 
on strike." I shot myself regularly with great conviction in Irwin Shaw's Bury the Dead and wept in horror 
at fascist monsters captured in the pages of New Theatre magazine for our use. One of my 
accomplishments, I recall, was devising an anti-war group creation based on Dalton Trumbo's Johnny Get 
Your Gun, which, being timely again, is being played at the Circle Repertory Theatre. 
 The plays I saw in this small committed community made a profound impact on me. Most vivid in 
my memory of these early days is an evening given in a local high school by the Jack London Club when 
they staged Hallie Flanagan and Margaret Ellen Clifford's Can You Hear Their Voices? and poet Alfred 
Kreymborg's America, America! I still hear the insistent rhythms of the mass chant: "What have you done 
with all your gold, America, America?/What have you bought and calmly sold of human flesh and misery 
...?"3 I still see vividly in my mind's eye the simple, abstract emblematic setting of Flanagan's play - the rich 
boys and girls on one side of the stage dancing at their debutante party and the poor farmers and their wives 
on the other side arming themselves to wrest milk for their children from the company store. The final cry 
originally addressed to the educated Vassar audience still rings in my ears and in my conscience: "Can You 
Hear Their Voices?" 
 Even my first glimpses of Broadway did nothing to challenge this idea of a social theatre. Of Mice 
and Men,  Dead End,  Tobacco Road,  even  Victoria Regina - all were cut to a certain extent from the cloth 
of the time. Beyond all the others for me was the Group Theatre production of Clifford's Odets's Awake and 
Sing with its special thirties luster, which mixed economics and ethnic urgency with personal lyricism and 
social hope. There were, of course, many popular hits just across the Hudson River - You Can't Take It 
With You and Life with Father - but they were not for us. We had our group, our audience, our plays. We 
spoke of the issues of the day - poverty, war, fascism, Spain. We were doing something about them in and 
out of the theatre. The personal was the political and the political was personal and artistic. 
 I won't go further in this recherche du temps perdu. I lost much of my innocence pretty quickly. I 
note that in my high school yearbook I listed the American Academy of Dramatic Arts as my next stop, but 
went instead to New York University, lured by the write-up that they had something called the Washington 
Square Players, which in my naivete I thought was the original 1915 company. Later I played pretty 
conventional summer stock in Maine, doing Ladies in Retirement with a fellow novice named Jean 
Stapleton. 
 Despite these lapses from social commitment, when I look back at my interests over the years, I 
realize that much of it came out of that original youthful exposure to a different idea of theatre. Respect for 
what the actor had to say about himself came from the principles of the Stanislavsky system so central to 
the theatre of the thirties. Fascination with the director grew in part from that decade's concern with making 
performance unified and meaningful. Revisioning women's role in American theatre drew on awareness of 
theatre as community and commitment. Studying the "chosen ones" of the Group Theatre and tracing their 
personal history and that of their idea bring all of my concerns together. Interviewing the members, 
unearthing their papers, and analyzing their actions have brought home to me very forcefully truths about 
them and about my own very youthful and very modest participation in the theatre of the thirties. 
 I realize that much that was done in the "strenuous decade" was not really very good and that the 
experience was marked by acrimonious personal, political, and aesthetic struggle. At the same time I have 
come to see that even if many of the slogans were wrong or foolish, even if people were not always as open 
with others as they should have been, and more important, even if they sometimes deluded themselves, the 
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adventure was unique and the basic impulses were right. Like so many others, some who were there and 
many who were not, I look back to that time as to a golden age for American  theatre. 
 What made it a golden age I now understand was not the quality of its plays or the correctness of 
its political analysis or action and only partly the exhilaration  of  commitment,  but  the  rediscovery  of the 
idea of theatre that resulted from the many varied performances, the intense craft and political classes, the 
endless debates, and the countless manifestoes. A kind of poetics was pieced together, a radical 
reconsideration that may not have changed the world as intended but did change forever what theatre meant 
for us and for those who came after. It is this "aesthetic practice" - for want of a better word - that I want to 
examine in these rough notes on style and craft in the Group Theatre and the related workers theatres. 
 Harold Clurman, who articulated better than anyone else what made the thirties "The Fervent 
Years," identified that "added dimension" that was the "distinguishing mark" of the Group Theatre and of 
most of the theatres on the left. "New technical methods," he observed in an often quoted passage, "no 
matter how intriguing in themselves, had a very minor value unless they were related to a content that was 
humanly valuable" to the actors and to the community of which they were "citizens" before they took on 
their "dubious connection with art." He insisted that "our interest in the life of our times must lead us to the 
discovery of those methods that would most truly convey this life through theatre."4 
 Clifford Odets, the dramatist laureate of the thirties, put it succinctly, "I will reveal America to 
itself by revealing myself to myself." Potent words, but how were the complex connections between the 
personal and the political both men spoke of to be made? Odets found his means in part through the Group 
Theatre. In ecstatic language he wrote of what he felt in his first entry in the Daybook kept in the summer 
of 1931 when the Group first came together. "I believe - as I have wanted to believe for almost ten years - 
in some person, idea thing outside myself. ...I who cried from my inverted wilderness for strong roots with 
which to fasten to the swarming sustaining earth have found them at last in the Group. I am passionate 
about this thing."5 
 All the previous winter he had attended religiously the now famous talks that Harold Clurman, on 
behalf of his co-founders Lee Strasberg and Cheryl Crawford, had given. Inspired by Copeau, the Moscow 
Art Theatre, and native idealists in and out of theatre in the twenties, Clurman undertook to develop for 
those who would become "the chosen ones" a shared conviction that theatre must "grow in relation to 
society, from significant and authentic life experience."6 It was not always easy to follow Clurman's 
expostulations. He himself said of his rhetorical style, "I raved, clear and turbulent, mixing metaphors, 
categories, vocabularies, confident that out of this chaos I might achieve an order of meaning and 
ultimately of action." With characteristic candor, Clurman reported that one night Odets asked to talk to 
him. "You know, I've heard ten lectures of yours and now I'm just beginning to understand what you're 
talking about." Clurman replied, "That's interesting because it isn't good to understand things too quickly."7 
 We do not have those talks which all who joined the Group Theatre identify as the magic that 
brought them together and made their work possible. Some verbatim notes made in the summer of 1939 
during some intense self-criticism sessions intended to revive their original impulse, however, suggest how 
Clurman could bring together the most personal traumas of each individual and the largest public issues. 
 Recalling the founding of the Group, Clurman said: "In 1931 we began to ask what is it all about? 
...Our feeling was let's answer all questions honestly and sincerely in terms of our own life. Let's find out 
what life's all about. What our art is about. How does Stanislavsky's method affect us? There's a depression. 
How does it affect us? It is important. All the questions were to be answered anew." 
 In answering all the questions - and Clurman believed that "to answer any one question fully, one 
has to answer all questions" - he talked about individualism, about collectivism, about success, about 
sensitive and insensitive people, about Babittry, about America's social jungle and our democratic 
hopefulness, about good and evil. He promised that later he would take up each point individually, "so that 
it merges with our productions," for he insisted that all the discussion was a practical necessity for theatre 
work.8 
 What he was trying to provide as he "talked the Group Theatre into existence," was that "unity of 
background, of feeling, of thought, of need," which he believed to be the essential prerequisite for making 
theatre.9 When the Group lapsed from this organic approach, there were voices to remind them of their 
special commitment. In 1936, for example, when the directors tried to curry favor with the critics and the 
larger Broadway public by disassociating themselves from the radical opinions of some of the playwrights 
they produced, a commentator in the left New Theatre magazine reminded them that it was the integration 
of all the creative elements to express a shared meaning that was the original distinctive characteristic of 
the Group.10 Many years later Clurman himself attributed the failure of his own efforts to help Elia Kazan 
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meld the Lincoln Center company into a cohesive ensemble to the absence of comparable talks prior to 
their productions. Lincoln Center had evolved no point of view, no shared vision such as had marked the 
efforts of the Group.11 
 Others in the thirties found they needed unity of life and art much more directly and simply than 
Clurman and his band of middleclass professionals. Armed with the Marxist ideology of class action and 
solidarity and propelled by depression unemployment, many actors, so long isolated outcasts in bourgeois 
society, identified themselves with the proletariat, sharing their hardships and making theatre of their 
common struggle. 
 There are wonderful stories of that special coming together of actor and audience, of art and social 
action in "The Theatre that Nobody Knows," as workers theatre of the thirties has been called.12 Even 
allowing for the charged rhetoric of the Workers Theatre and New Theatre magazine where many of these 
tales are narrated, what they have to say opens up the decade for us. Two actors, for example, who 
accompanied an Ohio Relief march in 1933, told of celebrating the victory of the marchers over obstructing 
police by immediately dramatizing the events that evening. Without memorized speeches or more than 
perfunctory rehearsing, on a stage marked off by rope tied to two boxes and lit by auto headlights, they 
became a kind of living newspaper in which the marchers saw the shape of their action.13 
 In Chicago a Jewish workers club troupe arrived at an Unemployed Council to stage an eviction 
play researched by one of its members. At the meeting hall, however, they learned of an actual eviction 
happening just around the corner. Off they all went, actors and audience together, to put the "furniture back 
into the house" and "fight off the cops." Then they returned to put on their play and felt that "reality and 
make-believe were merged into a decisive educational experience for actors and audience."14 
 That sweet actor, the late Will Lee - the Muppets' Mr. Hooper - tells of his initiation into the 
Workers Laboratory Theatre. In what he describes as someone's bedroom, he found himself watching a 
small group doing improvisations, though he recalls that's not what they were called in those days. When 
his turn came, the director said to him, "It's raining, you're hungry, you're cold, you're walking on Third 
Avenue and you pass a bakery. Well, go do it." Lee reports: "I was broke. The weather was part of my 
struggle to live through. I was always hungry. I did it. They were shocked. They said, 'is this the first time 
you ever did anything like this?' I said, 'Yes.' I sat down. ...As my ass hit the floor, I said to myself, 'This is 
the work I want to do.'"15 
 And Will Lee did just that, becoming one of the Workers Laboratory Theatre Shock Troupe 
members in 1934. They were each provided with very meager food and lodging - twelve of them in a five 
room East Side Tenement flat with thirteen cents a day allotted for each person's food. It was their job to 
perform wherever they were needed - on a street corner, at a union hall, at a seamen's lodging home. A 
typical day for the Shock Troupe included, in addition to housekeeping chores, training in voice and 
movement, Bio-Mechanics, meetings to discuss readings and repertory, rehearsals of Newsboy, one of their 
hit agit-prop shows, song practice, and two evening performances of two different shows at two different 
places - Dr. Fixemup at the waterfront, and Free Ernst Thaelmann at the Needle Workers Industrial Union 
Hall. They marvelled at the "powerful reciprocity between actors and audience. There is no barrier between 
us. We're so close to each other that the feeling of acting disappears. We can't pretend or fake. We've got to 
give it all we've got."16 
 In these varied ways, through talking and through doing, life, art, and politics began to share the 
stage in the turbulent depression years. From these efforts, "a theatre was being born," as Hallie Flanagan 
proclaimed in the pages of Theatre Arts Magazine in 1931. She sensed that from these endeavors the 
theatre "may become, as it has been at certain great moments in its history, a place where an idea is so 
ardently enacted that it becomes the belief of actors and audience alike."17 (By the way, Hallie Flanagan 
was to pay dearly for this early acknowledgment and praise of the workers theatre. These words were used 
in an attempt to brand her a subversive when the Federal Theatre, of which she was the national director, 
was investigated in 1939.) 
 Thus far I have stressed shared perspective and experience as the foundation for the evolving 
poetics of theatre in the thirties. These were, however, only the supports, however crucial, for the 
performances that had to be built. Each event had to have the most effective dramatic form, the most 
stunning style as well as the right ideological line, and all this surging through the personal commitment 
and talent of the artists to the properly receptive audience. 
 Content was, of course, the central concern. This was true not only for Communist Party 
functionaries whose job it became to lead, cajole, and coerce conformity to a constantly changing 
"dialectical" analysis, but of everyone involved. These theatres frankly accepted the Marxist dictum that art 
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is not neutral. Even when no explicit propaganda was apparent, art was seen to serve a social and political 
function. Thus what was being communicated in each scene, by each character, in each production was 
endlessly debated by all the participants. Each time a show was staged, it was also closely scrutinized not 
only by often less than enthusiastic Broadway critics but also by often even more unenthusiastic cultural 
commissars in The Daily Worker, The New Masses, and New Theatre magazine. 
 I hope you won't think I am "copping out" if I omit the specific ideological twists and turns about 
content in this troubled decade from my present considerations. These have been fairly well charted by both 
social and political analysts and theatre historians, although I'm not sure I always agree with what they have 
to say. For my purposes today, I think it is enough to say that despite the rigidity of some "comrades" and 
the deviations and apostasies of others, there was a general "left" consensus in the decade. Some have even 
called it the myth of the end of the capitalist world. John Gassner carefully pointed this out in a preface to a 
study of the period that wrongly tried to narrow all radical theatre to a communist plot to take over the arts. 
Gassner wrote: 
 

Leftism, for them, was the banner under which one fought against fascism and Nazism and for 
human decency and social reforms soon to be incorporated in the law of the land without 
commitment to the overthrow of capitalism and the establishment of a "dictatorship of the 
proletariat." Men of good will..., ranged themselves around this banner, and what they had in 
common may be lumped together as a sentiment, or a collection of sentiments, important 
politically because sentiments affect politics, and important theatrically since since feelings and 
attitudes are the essence of the theatre.18 

 
 What I am trying to get at in this paper is how it was important theatrically. For while the specific 
relationship of content and form was a "sticky problem" all through the decade, I would like to suggest that 
the discussions about how form communicated content - that is the aesthetic problems - were most 
illuminating. In the long run these were more important than any indoctrination about the right line or 
appropriate proletarian subject matter. For this theatre that stressed content, meaning, theme, ideology, 
what made the greatest impact were the possibilities of poetry in the theatre and the dynamics of theatrical 
expression. 
 Archibald MacLeish, writing in the pages of New Theatre magazine, for example, spoke for the 
spirit in which many undertook their theatrical work. He found "the hope of poetry in the theatre" in the 
depression decade's recognition of human travail and its call for social change. "There is again in the world 
a body of experience" he wrote, "of facts, of names, of cities, of human suffering, of human hope - which is 
held in common. There is an emotion distilled from that experience which is also common. These are the 
elements of poetic drama."19 
 Hallie Flanagan, so keenly attuned to theatricality having recently returned from her expedition as 
a Guggenheim scholar to see Craig, Reinhardt, and Meyerhold, was quick to point out the theatrical 
dimension of the workers theatre at the very beginning in 1931. In the Theatre Arts Magazine article just 
quoted, she observed, "perhaps because they are unconcerned with style, these worker-writers achieve the 
beginning of a distinct style."20 (Hallie Flanagan was to make her own important contributions to this 
developing "distinct style" in Can You Hear Their Voices? and the Living Newspapers. Unfortunately there 
is not enough time today to include her work in these remarks.) 
 Many factors contributed to the rediscovery of poetry, style, and craft in the effort to express the 
new group sentiments. In the workers theatres they had to make a fresh start. Some of the participants were 
ordinary worker-activists ignorant of formal theatre. They had no preconceptions about what was right and 
wrong in theatre practice; they just wanted to call attention to their cause and stir action in terms of a 
proposed dialectical analysis of unemployment, racism, etc. A few, on the other hand, brought a fairly 
sophisticated taste for European experimentation in political theatre that had only been glimpsed briefly in 
America before this time. They had been exposed to the "Blue Blouse" agitators, the Sprechchor groups, 
and the accomplishments of Piscator. They were inspired by the effective combination of mobility, mass 
chants, jazz rhythms, gymnastics, and propaganda. The hard realities of the depression together with the 
tenets of their Marxist ideology forced both the naive and the sophisticated to reject the luxurious 
materialist accouterments of Broadway stages and to reject at first the whole heritage of formal western 
theatre.21 
 So early in the short life of the workers theatres the proscenium came crashing down along with 
the other so-called bourgeois structures like stationary theatres with their box-office preoccupations, spaces 
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remote geographically and economically from the people, the individual performer looking for money and 
fame, elaborate literary texts with complex psychological probing, and elaborate scenography incompatible 
with their meager budgets and their equally meager skills, and more important, the outward sign of the 
decadent materialistic American dream they were trying to expose. 
 They knew what they wanted to say - "Vote Communist," "Free the Scottsboro Boys," or "Ernst 
Thaelmann." The problem was how. Again and again in their manifestoes and in the pages of their journals 
the growing number of groups - at one time there was as many as four hundred of them - addressed the 
problem of form, style, entertainment, and art in relation to their message, their propaganda. These notes by 
Alfred Saxe suggest the issues and the creative process. They are part of the preface that Saxe, who was a 
director, writer, and teacher, wrote for the publication of his Newsboy, that widely performed agit-prop 
originally done by the Workers Laboratory Theatre. 
 

There has been much discussion pro and con about form in the workers theatre. Which is the real 
revolutionary form? Is it satire, realism, symbolism? Must we laugh in the revolutionary theatre or 
shall solemnity rule the day? In the Workers Laboratory Theatre we have been producing various 
forms for the last four years. Patiently, diligently we have gone about dissecting the elements of 
various theatricalisms looking for forms which will best solve the problems of the theatre of action 
- namely to present a story dynamically, clearly in terms of dramatic images within a time span of 
not more than forty minutes.22 

 
Using the "dialectical method" as his basic structure, he shows how he implements the "struggle of 
contradictory elements and their resolution" through judicious use of "economy," "timing," "rhythms," and 
"transitions" to bridge the gap between realistic details and potent symbolism and to give the actors tasks to 
be done rather than individual roles to be fully realized. 
 In the crucible of these revolutionary theatres such innovations as collective creation, 
transformational acting, the immediacy of performance, and the advantages of "poor theatre" - in 
Grotowski's sense - for poor people were tested. Saxe and John Bonn of the Prolet Buehne and many 
anonymous others fashioned an urgent theatrical idiom. Popular emblems and telling social gestures 
encoded a heightened perception of public crisis - the dollar sign on the capitalist's vest and the arrogant 
puffs of smoke from his ever present cigar. Regimented rhythms in choral chants like Tempo, Tempo! made 
the audience feel in their bones the deadliness imposed on them by industrial-capitalist society.23 Moving 
together rhythmically unified them politically to dance to their own tune which at the end of most of the 
skits became "the Internationale," song of the workers of the world. The action frequently surrounded the 
audience. To call attention to the Scottsboro Boys, for example, whose cause stirred the decade, "hatless 
black-clad players" would run through a mass meeting shouting, "Workers! Friends! Comrades! 
ATTENTION! Hear the story of nine Negro boys - in Scottsboro, Alabama." Crouching forward, to the 
beat of a drum, "in a half whisper that conveyed all the horror and pathos of the plight of the victims, they 
would chant in unison the refrain. ...In Scottsboro, In Scottsboro, Murder stalks the streets."24 In Langston 
Hughes's Scottsboro Limited, one of the three dramatizations of the issue, eight black actors chained 
together struggled through the aisles of the stage as a single white actor seated in the house played all the 
representatives of racist oppression - sheriff, judge, preacher, and man in the street.25 
 Looking for popular native styles to appeal to audiences unfamiliar with formal theatre, they 
adapted routines to yield a political side-show, a revolutionary circus, a "Fifteen Minute Red Revue," and 
even a version of the famous "doctor bit" from burlesque with Uncle Sam as the dying patient. They 
actually took their wares to burlesque houses.26 A friend of mine tells of playing in an agit-prop sketch 
done at the old Empire Burlesque in Newark on "talent night." As this attractive young red head came onto 
the stage in her role of social worker to address the broken proletarian at her feet with a supercilious "My 
good man," the house roared, "Take it off, take it off." That stopped the show, but her heated pleas to be 
heard won them a chance to start again. Although when she reappeared with her line, "My good man," 
there were again shouts, the determination and sincerity of the performers seemed to carry the message to 
the ogling "masses." 
 The theatrical impact of the best of these mobile workers troupes was so great that on occasion 
they were criticized for overwhelming the message with the medium.  At the 1933 Spartakiade, the annual 
festival of friendly socialist competition among the theatres, the Prolet Buehne, that excellent German 
language company, for example, was taken to task by the ever-present Marxist critic of such cultural 
occasions. He reported that the "players speak their lines with a ringing galvanic forcefulness, and the 
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director marshals them upon a stage in perfect rhythm and in a variety of group patterns with changing 
tempi building up to a spectacular dynamic climax," but he complained, "the literary-dramaturgical shaping 
of its play is weak."27 
 Since they had pretty much abandoned the bourgeois aesthetic of the literary text with its linear 
plot and psychological character conventions, the medium as they used it became the message. Sights and 
sounds, space and rhythm, performer energy, audience dynamics, the rehearsal process, and the personal 
life of the company comprised the performance event. This development even invaded Broadway with the 
production of Claire and Paul Sifton's 1931-. 
 Produced by the Group Theatre at the very beginning of its life, this full length agit-prop was the 
first play about the depression to reach Broadway, where the Group, in contrast to the workers theatres, 
tried to function as a professional company. Despite the urgent subject matter, Harold Clurman, as one of 
the three directors, hesitated to endorse the production of this collage of depression sights and sounds. The 
"producer" and "critic" in him "came into conflict," he was to recall. He found this rough contemporary 
morality play "dry and thin," "unclear and too full of reportage and journalistic touches," but finally agreed 
with Strasberg and Crawford that they do it.28 
 The show ran for only twelve performances after eight weeks of rehearsal under Lee Strasberg's 
direction. But this failure was highly instructive. "For the first time since the advent of the crisis," Ben 
Blake noted in his early history, The Awakening of the American Theatre, "the drama that was being 
enacted in the streets of the land had made its way onto the professional stage."29 A new audience filled the 
balcony seats while the orchestra remained empty, and this audience was "passionate" in their response to 
the play. "Strangers," Clurman later remembered, "came backstage in a peculiar state of determination 
asking what they could do for our organization, for the play. The play made them want to do something." It 
was a noisy audience. On closing night, Clurman wrote, "there was something of a demonstration in the 
theatre, like the response of a mass meeting to a particularly eloquent speaker." While the actors were 
taking their curtain call a man in the audience shouted out, "Long live the Soviet Union," to which Franchot 
Tone, who played the worker Adam, shouted back from the stage, "Hurrah for America."  Clurman  
confessed that he had been unprepared for this kind of energetic participation even though in the program 
for this very show he had reiterated his plea for "an audience that is really at one with a theatre" and called 
such creative interaction, "Theatre in its truest form."30 
 1931- convinced Clurman of another truth he had perhaps been slow to appreciate fully. Since the 
mid-twenties when they had met, Lee Strasberg had been telling him that "the way in which a play is done 
is itself a content." Now he realized that to draw a sharp distinction between a "bad play" and "a good 
production" was "mechanical and aesthetically false." Especially for the Group Theatre as well as for the 
workers theatres, "the true significance" had to be found in the "complete production, not in the nature of 
the written play alone."31  
 Broadway pundits may have questioned the veracity of the play's presentation of what Brooks 
Atkinson called the "homely facts that we dare not believe." Percy Hammond of the Herald Tribune, for 
example, snapped that unlike the long lines of unemployed in the play, the only lines he saw when he came 
out of the theatre were those in front of Broadway's movie palaces. But whatever their reservations about 
the play, neither Clurman nor the critics - either of the right or the left - could ignore the electrifying effect 
of Lee Strasberg's orchestration of truthful individual performances with equally "real" mass movement on 
the striking construction created by Mordecai Gorelik using corrugated steel doors. Clurman said that on 
stage the play "glowed with a stern beauty, sensitive, vibrant, full of heartache and mute love." Critics used 
expressions like "stunned" the audience, "sullen, harsh, explosive," "grimly moving and a little terrifying," 
the "mass groupings and moving are thrilling, as exciting and pulsing and vibrant as any seen on a stage in 
the past few years," "quivers with a sense of living tragedy," "alive with the real thing." 32 
 For the actors, too, Strasberg as director had made the work "alive with the real thing," or at least 
tried to. Phoebe Brand has recalled that as The Girl, she was trying to "work off" Franchot Tone, the young 
man Adam driven to despair by the horror of unemployment and breadlines. Tone, on the other hand, was 
following strictly the injunctions of Strasberg. At each "beat" in the play, he would "take an exercise" 
trying to "remember what it was like if such things had happened to him." (A struggle, no doubt, for Tone 
despite his involvement in radical theatre, was the son of the president of the Carborundum Corporation.) 
Brand was having trouble making contact with him as he removed himself into his "private moments."33 
But Strasberg urged her to work as Franchot was doing, "enriching and enlarging the part." Critics, by the 
way, highly praised both performers, although for Brand this experience illustrated problems she found in 
Lee Strasberg's evolving method. 
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 Those who played the many small parts in the mob whose action was cross cut with that of the 
leads were given the same close attention by Strasberg. To the chagrin of the playwrights, impatient to see 
the rehearsals move the script to some final performance shape, Strasberg would think nothing of taking a 
half hour of precious time to "explain to an extra" how the moments of "mass upheaval especially at the 
end," could be transformed into "a moment of individual reality for the actor." Dorothy Patten, who played 
several of these small parts, among them a gum-chewing stenographer and the factory leader of the "hunger 
march" that climaxes the play, found the work on the latter role especially exciting. During the last two 
scenes of the play, she once wrote, the "workers...started down in the cellar of the theatre with speeches and 
heckling and marching and singing and policemen and sirens, and running back and forth up and down the 
dressing room stairs." "All the stagehands' lives were in danger...," she said. "We discovered that the 
doorman regularly locked himself in a bathroom" during these preparations.34 Once on stage as the revved 
up "masses" marched to the footlights, the effect was so real and so powerful that some in the audience felt 
"the revolution was happening right before their eyes." No wonder one critic confessed that 1931- was a 
"most ungrateful play so far as Broadway entertainment for the average theatregoer goes."35 In 1933 
Mordecai Gorelik directed a production of 1931- for the Theatre Collective which appealed to those theatre 
goers that were not part of the regular Broadway audiences. It had a short run. 
 I've chosen to illustrate some facets of the evolving new performance theatre with 1931-, which is 
relatively unknown, rather than with Waiting for Lefty, which, as Clurman might have joked, is too well 
known. Yet of this little masterpiece I would like to suggest how in 1935 it brought together all the features 
of the new approach. It was written in response to an appeal made to Clifford Odets for a mobile "workers 
play that could be used at meetings." Odets called on his special cronies in the Group - Art Smith, Elia 
Kazan, Alexander Kirkland, and Roman Bohnen - to collaborate on the project which he and Sanford 
Meisner would direct. Although he kept at it while the others lost interest, they and fellow actors in the 
Group committed themselves to perform it sight unseen on their own since it was not an official Group 
Theatre production. Written with great dispatch, the play satisfied Odets' need to "share his destiny with the 
lowliest worker, with those who really stood in the midst of life," and also satisfied his need to be "needed." 
"Urgency creates its own art level," he wrote after staying up all night in a Boston hotel room to work out 
this forty-minute agit-prop. 
 He drew on his knowledge of the actual taxi-strike early in 1934 for the basic situation and even 
for some of the language. His recent conversion to the Communist Party, which he joined about this time, 
provided the ideological basis for the struggle between the corrupt union leader, Fatt, and the idealistic 
cabbies led by Lefty. Fatt, representing the capitalist system, as Odets tells us in his production notes, 
"puffs smoke into the spotted playing space," recalling the old agit-prop iconography. In this way the 
audience is made constantly aware of this "ugly menace which hangs over the lives of all the people who 
act out their dramas" in those realistic episodes which Odets elaborated. He placed the action on a bare 
stage and in the house, giving the audience a role to play as union members. For the overall form he drew 
on the popular minstrel shows that his audience like himself would have known from the subway 
vaudeville circuit. He fueled the emotional fire that suffused the action with his personal traumas, 
especially the psychic combat with his father about which Margaret Brenman-Gibson tells us in her 
extraordinarily detailed biography. 
 Yet the whole process had an improvisational quality. Odets wrote that he left room "for 
connectives between the scenes, collective discussion to decide what the boys wanted to do in the way of 
production ideas. No hugging to the breast here, the writer alone and happy in himself. No, do what you 
want, boys, change, cut, add. I said to myself - this is Some Thing." That "Some Thing" was the triumph of 
the thirties' own concept of performance theatre where the meaning is in the enacted event.36 
 When the play was performed at the New Theatre League's benefit night, Sunday, January 6, 
1935, at Eva Le Gallienne's old Fourteenth Street Theatre, this quickly put-together one-acter made theatre 
history. Odets, overcome with the extraordinary response, called it theatre "at its most primitive ... its 
grandest and most meaningful ... the audience became the actors on the stage and the actors on the stage the 
audience, the identification was so at one that you saw for the first time theatre as a cultural force. ...I forgot 
I wrote the play, forgot I was in the play, and many of the actors forgot. The proscenium arch 
disappeared." Harold Clurman in a much quoted passage called that performance "the birth cry of the 
thirties. Our youth had found its voice. Strike was Lefty's lyric message ... for greater dignity, for bolder 
humanity, for the full stature of man." 37 
 Considered the artistic culmination of the agit-prop genre, Waiting for Lefty is also taken to mark 
the maturing of crude political theatricalism into empathetic realistic drama. The polished professionalism 
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of the Group, its Stanislavsky system of psychological acting, and its literate playwrights have usually been 
identified with the triumph of middle-class humanistic drama over earlier Marxist didactism. Although 
during the decade important changes did occur, ones involving united front politics, the dogma of socialist 
realism, as well as the successes of the New Deal - I'd like to suggest that the Group Theatre never saw its 
work - early or late - as conventionally realistic. "All Group productions were stylized," wrote Clurman.38 
Like the workers theatres the Group evolved a unique theatrical idiom out of its commitment. 
 Lee Strasberg maintained in an interviw with me that one of the aspects of the Group Theatre most 
misunderstood was the whole question of style. "I think that the Group actually set a style, not a fixed style, 
but a certain basic approach to the treatment of reality on stage not only in the acting but also in 
production."39 He pointed out that seemingly realistic shows like John Howard Lawson's Success Story and 
Sidney Kingsley's Men in White had elements that went beyond "what people think of as realistic, except 
that it was so well done that it was not noticed as style. ...People thought it was part of the particular reality 
that we created." That much praised operating scene in Men in White, for example, was admired for its 
authenticity and exactness - even by doctors, at the same time that it was thought of as a stylized ballet. For 
Strasberg the scene was "heightened" realism in which the forces of life and death were represented with 
the doctor serving as a kind of priest who fought for life. This schematization was given "inner reality and 
conviction" by the performers who were required to rehearse such moments as the operation wash up every 
morning during the long rehearsal period. 
 A quick run-down of the plays staged by the Group Theatre reminds us that in addition to the so-
called realistic plays of Kingsley, Odets, Lawson, and Irwin Shaw, over the ten years of their existence they 
did versions of agit-prop in 1931- and Waiting for Lefty, costume historical dramas like Maxwell 
Anderson's Night Over Taos and Melvin Levy's Gold Eagle Guy, epic exercises in The Case of Clyde 
Griffiths, Piscator's version of Dreiser's American Tragedy, and Paul Green and Kurt Weill's anti-war 
musical play Johnny Johnson as well as the poetic My Heart's in the Highlands by William Saroyan, and 
the mystical Thunder Rock by Robert Ardrey. These all called for concern with more than simple realistic 
style in both acting and design. 
 Strasberg, who directed many of these plays that posed problems of theatrical style, claimed that 
his inspiration as an artist came from Gordon Craig as much as it did from the Moscow Art Theatre. 
Indeed, in a very positive review of Norris Houghton's Moscow Rehearsals in New Theatre magazine in 
1936, he directly connected the dreams of what he called the "earlier impractical visionaries" like Craig 
with the accomplishments of the contemporary Russian theatre. In his discussion he stressed facets of the 
Stanislavsky system he himself was accused of neglecting in latter years. He avowed that the "system" was 
much more than the "technical means for the creation of the creative mood. It is the only method whereby 
the actor can at the present time systematically explore the content of his role ... become the interpreter of 
the meaning of the play."40  In a piece for the same magazine earlier in 1934, Strasberg wrote 
sympathetically and perceptively of Meyerhold, whose work he had closely observed during a recent visit 
to the Soviet Union. (This piece has recently been reprinted in The Drama Review.) Strasberg explained 
Meyerhold's extraordinary theatrical inventiveness not as a "mere striving toward theatricality," but as a 
"desire to mirror and explore life more fully by means of the theatre." Because Meyerhold's "form derives 
from his content," Strasberg urged all for whom "producing a play is a creative problem of interpretation 
and comment" to study his work closely.  Eugene Vakhtangov, who linked Stanislavky's "inner feeling" 
with Meyerhold's bold theatricalism, was the special favorite of the Group. Strasberg used to read to the 
company translations from Vakhtangov's writings made for them.41 It was from Vakhtangov that they took 
their slogan that the theatre is an "ideologically cemented collective." 
 The Group also had early exposure to the theories and practices of Brecht, according to an 
anecdote Strasberg told me during an interview. When Brecht came to the States to supervise the ill-fated 
production of his Mother by the Theatre Union, he was invited to observe some members of the Group 
Theatre rehearsing his Lehrstueck, He Who Says No with Strasberg's aid. Strasberg tried to get the actors to 
work in accordance with Brecht's theories of the alienation effect. By using what he called "remembered 
reality," which omits  the "emotional present," Strasberg claimed to have achieved something that satisfied 
Brecht, who, he said, later wrote to him saying that the brief experience with the Group Theatre restored 
some hope that Brecht could work with American actors despite the fiasco of Mother.42 The recent study of 
Brecht in America, by the way, does not mention this episode, but does point out that Brecht liked Waiting 
for Lefty very much, and although he was critical of the Group's worship of the individual and of art, he still 
praised them for having a method while most other American performers had  none. Stella Adler, ever 
eager to explore acting technique, asked to work with Brecht to clarify his theories as she had worked with 
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Stanislavsky to better understand the system. Brecht rehearsed a scene from St. Joan of the Stockyards with 
her. 43 
 All this was going on about the time Strasberg was staging The Case of Clyde Griffiths. The short-
lived Group Theatre magazine, the Flying Grouse, published some transcripts of Strasberg discussing with 
Morris Carnovsky the difficult role of the Speaker, the didactic explicator of this epic tribunal. He explains 
to Carnovsky that this play "does not call for psychological progression," but "essentially for full, precise, 
actor's energy and the strictest kind of relationship to stage space." The Speaker, he points out, is a device 
like the ones used by Brecht and Meyerhold to "show the individual in a wider relationship" and to "make 
clear to rather than to affect, an audience." He defends their long discussions of the text. "Our plays have to 
begin with a collective idea shared by everyone, not just the director. Only in this way can the inner truth 
be realized" and the play have "human content."44 
 Many years later, in 1976, he was to recall his disappointment with this production. "I had some 
idea of what the production should be like, but did not quite know how it should be done because it was 
something new for us. We weren't quite content to imitate what somebody else had done .. [but] we had no 
idea of our own."45 He attributed the failure in part to the fact that he was unable to have Mordecai Gorelik, 
who knew the epic style, design the show because the Shuberts, who were financing it, insisted on using 
one of their house men. 
 In discussing style, Strasberg gave full credit to the Group's designers, Boris Aronson and 
especially Gorelik because, as he put it, they "had as much to do with creating the vision of the play on the 
stage as any of us." Gorelik, despite his many quarrels with the Group, confirms their unique "organic" 
approach. "The Group productions were important statements to the audience and they were made by 
everybody working on the production. My designs for the Group were never just added to the play; they 
grew organically. ...It was fascinating to watch the rehearsals and develop with the ensemble something 
that had single impact."46 
 Looking back Strasberg identified a moment in Awake and Sing, which he did not direct, as that 
sort of stage poetry that he thought of as the organic style of the Group. The show was directed by Clurman 
and designed by Boris Aronson. Strasberg joked that if he had known that Aronson was going to come up 
with such an evocative set, he would have directed the play himself. Clurman, he said, was uncertain about 
the set, which linked living room, dining room, and bedroom in this lower-middle class decaying 
environment. "Here was Harold" said Strasberg, "who always spoke of going beyond realism and he didn't 
at first see the possibilities of what was being handed to him." (Strasberg, we must point out, did not see the 
possibilities of Odets's play, which he didn't like at all. Thus Clurman, close to Odets, took courage to 
direct Awake and Sing, his first production.) 
 Strasberg recalled that the end of the first act was "one of the really great scenes in the theatre." 
When he wanted to write about that moment years later for his introduction to the Famous American Plays 
of the 1950s, he discovered that there were only a few lines in the text. On stage, however, those few lines 
were transformed. Morris Carnovsky as the grandfather Jacob sat at the table in one room while Luther 
Adler as the one-legged veteran Moe wandered about in the other room. The sound of Caruso singing O 
Paradiso came from the record player in the old man's off-stage bedroom where the picture of Sacco and 
Vanzetti could be seen. In Aronson's space, Strasberg said, "the figures were isolated, lonely, and in 
shadow. ...the light coming from the bedroom was almost the mirror of the sound. It was extraordinary."47 
 Two of the important founding members of the Group, Bobby Lewis and Morris Carnovsky, who 
were in most of the plays, were especially dedicated to productions with style and poetry. As an actor 
Lewis was something of a maverick. Among the orthodox Stanislavskyites, he was often called a theatrical 
"Trotskyite" because of his concern for the means by which truthful feeling could be objectified in 
theatrical form.48 He took some of the many exercises taught by Strasberg and turned them into comic gems 
that became popular performance pieces. His striking creation of the pyromaniac Mr. May in Odets's 
Paradise Lost exemplified a highly theatrical approach to acting that the others were urged to emulate. He 
has told in his inimitable comic manner how in defiance of the stodgier members for the Group he staged 
William Saroyan's My Heart's in the Highlands. The "spine" of the play, that art and the people nurture 
each other, was expressed through aural and spatial images rather than through psychology alone.49 From 
those days until the present, Bobby Lewis has had a special place as that acting teacher and director who 
could separate the "Method" from the "Madness." In his books, classes and productions he has shown that 
"theatre poetry" can be shaped without any loss of the "inner truth" for which the Group was distinguished. 
 Morris Carnovsky took very seriously the judgement of the Group directors that "every good play 
is propaganda for a better life - Hamlet, Ghosts, Death of a Salesman, Awake and Sing." Although his 
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constant urging that they do the classics did not result in actual productions, he has called his training and 
experience in the Group "preparation of the house of the imagination for the plays of the greatest theatre - 
Shakespeare." "Everything that went before" fed his interpretations of Lear and Shylock, even the 
seemingly realistic role of Jacob in Awake and Sing. He has contrasted the original production of this play 
with a number of later ones in which he recreated his role. When treated as a bit of "kitchen sink" realism, 
he has complained, the unique poetry that Odets created for the Group disappears. "A play like Awake and 
Sing," he has said, "rides on that peculiar elevation of devotion that marked the Group experience. It rides 
on it. It's way up there like Santa Claus, bringing you gifts."50  
 These moments when the real and the theatrical, the poetic and the didactic, the personal and the 
political came together organically carried such a vital charge that the participants felt a sense of mission to 
spread the word. They were, after all, the "found generation," as Malcolm Goldstein has put it.51 They saw 
themselves as teachers who understood, both politically and theatrically, not only "how to do it" but also 
"why to do it." They had important ideas to share about the role of theatre in society, about the craft of its 
artists, and the power of its spectacle. So classes, workshops, schools were the order of the day. 
 From the beginning Harold Clurman had made this impulse clear for the Group Theatre. He had 
explained: "A theatre is not a school, but work in the theatre should constitute a schooling."52 At first the 
rehearsals themselves were where one learned from the master Lee Strasberg what Bobby Lewis called "the 
big stuff" - sense and emotional memory, concentration, and relaxation to gain "truth of emotion." Later 
there were classes "designed to stimulate the actors' imagination and resourcefulness.  "Strasberg gave them 
exercise s based  on paintings and on music; he taught them how to read poetry and how to use gibberish to 
make themselves "dramatically expressive without the use of words." The dancer Tamiris taught "body 
classes" and they had fencing lessons. Elia Kazan, recalling his youthful enthusiasm, has said: "I worked 
like a maniac. ...I took the Stanislavsky training with the utmost seriousness. I did all the physical work, 
gymnastics, acrobatics, dancing. ...I did sense memory every day. ...I took singing and speech lessons 
because I spoke like a New York street kid."53  
 It wasn't only the body, the emotions, and the imagination that were being developed. The Group 
thought of itself as the theatre of the "thinking actor." There were required talks by Clurman, and some 
recall that Strasberg "pushed books at the company saying 'read this, read that, become educated in this 
matter.'" "Get wise," was the message he gave the actors. Morris Carnovsky did a wonderful take-off on 
Strasberg's intellectual nourishing of his co-workers in The Flying Grouse. He set a little scene in Strasberg' 
apartment where "the radio plays the Missa Solemnis. The victrola plays a Balinese dance. Lee is reading 
simultaneously 'Die Entwicklung des Basso-Buffo im Weltpolitik des 20 Jahrhunderts' and 'The Cadaver of 
Gwendolyn Gwynne.'" At this point, in the sketch, the rough but sweet former street kid, Julie Garfield, 
bursts in asking for some advise about diction. "After thinking about the Talmud a little," Strasberg replies 
in several of his famous non-stop sentences generously giving Garfield wisdom about German 
anthropologists, the primitive Mayan Volkesbuehne, and "vulgar Cabaret songs of the Period of the French 
Commune" along with equally generous offerings of "pastrami, corned beef, salami, half my books and the 
shirt off my back."54 
 Because they had a technique, a method, a point of view, the Group provided teachers in the 
thirties and for the next fifty years. In the thirties in addition to educating one another, there were 
apprentices, a short-lived Group Theatre studio run by Bobby Lewis, and classes offered by the more 
radical current and sometimes ex-Group Theatre members under the auspices of the Workers Laboratory 
Theatre, Collective Theatre, and Theatre Union. Although they were not the only teachers, they were much 
sought after even by companies that had misgivings about the Group's "bourgeois" devotion to individual 
psychology. In 1936 the New Theatre League started a school that boasted a faculty of over forty and a 
curriculum based on the principles of Stanislavsky and Vakhtangov which supplemented technical theatre 
courses with broader cultural explorations.  
 The teaching also went on in the pages, first, of Workers Theatres, then of New Theatre magazine 
and its short-lived excellent quarterly, Theatre Workshop. Although there was much purely ideological 
haranguing, which is pretty embarrassing to read today, coming out of that preoccupation with "meaning," 
there was also vital discourse on the art and craft of theatre. In addition to the still lively agitation for this or 
that idea of workers or revolutionary theatre, there were also invaluable practical guides to theatre work. 
Here one could study Stanislavsky's system before An Actor Prepares was available, in a series of "Five 
Finger Exercises" written up by Bobby Lewis, interpretation of character with Harold Clurman; 
improvisation with Molly Day Thatcher Kazan; make-up with Tamara Daykarhanova; scene design with 
Mordecai Gorelik; playwriting with Odets and John Howard Lawson, among others; criticism with John 
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Gassner; as well as film and dance theory and practice with important artists and commentators. 
 Let me conclude. Inspired by this didactic decade, my talk obviously contains a message and will 
have to have an up-beat exhortation at the end. It's time for a reevaluation of the theatre of the 1930s. Fifty 
years have given us some distance from their transgressions and their triumphs. At the same time, our 
current economic struggle and our fear of nuclear disaster bring us close to their preoccupations with 
unemployment and war. We can learn from their mistakes - their sectarianism, their factionalism, their 
rigidities, their delusions. I have not discussed these, that's a topic for another talk. We can, however, also 
learn from their positive contributions to our idea of theatre which I've tried to suggest. Much has gotten in 
the way of our undertaking that task - hot and cold wars, investigations  
 
and black lists, prosperity, and the very successes of some of the participants. As a result we have neglected 
an important heritage that can speak to the eighties as it did in some measure to the sixties. In this heritage 
the mimetic and the didactic, the personal and the social, the poetic and the political are all artistic 
strategies, equipments for living. I therefore say to you if you want to send an urgent message to the world 
about what life is all about in the terrifying eighties - an eighties message not a thirties one - don't use 
Western Union, as we were admonished to, use the theatre. As I hope these rough notes have suggested, it 
is the search for creative communication that restores theatre to its proper function as the vital public art by 
which we challenge, change, and celebrate our humanity. 
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